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A large number of actors present on Smartphones

Due to revolutional arrival of AppStore model of App distribution
These actors could be categorized as follows:

First-party : whose services are used by the user explicitly (App owners, OS
provider, Cellular (GSM/CDMA) service providers etc.)
Second-party : the user himself
Third-party : to whom the user doesn’t directly interact with (Advertisers,
Analytics companies, performance monitors, crash reporters, push senders etc.)

Motivations (1) : The revolutionary arrival 
of AppStore model of App distribution 

A large number of actors present on the device  
No more the presence of merely smartphone provider 
Both first (App server itself) & third-party (trackers, A&A 
etc.) 

Both first&third-party(very dangerous) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

first-party(policy&PI)      third-party(dangerous) 

 
3 

Flurry 
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Di�cult to trust all these actors

1 Various scandals in the past
I e.g. Twitter and Path uploading users’ contacts to their servers [4], [8]

2 WSJ: What They Know - Mobile [9]
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 Complete Coverage: What They Know

Few devices know more personal details about people than the smartphones in their
pockets: phone numbers, current location, often the owner's real name—even a unique
ID number that can never be changed or turned off.

These phones don't keep secrets. They are sharing this personal data widely and
regularly, a Wall Street Journal investigation has found.

An examination of 101 popular smartphone "apps"—games and other software
applications for iPhone and Android phones—showed that 56 transmitted the phone's
unique device ID to other companies without users' awareness or consent. Forty-seven
apps transmitted the phone's location in some way. Five sent age, gender and other
personal details to outsiders.

The findings reveal the intrusive effort by
online-tracking companies to gather
personal data about people in order to
flesh out detailed dossiers on them.

Among the apps tested, the iPhone apps
transmitted more data than the apps on
phones using Google Inc. 
's Android operating system. Because of
the test's size, it's not known if the pattern
holds among the hundreds of thousands of
apps available.

Apps sharing the most information
included TextPlus 4, a popular iPhone app
for text messaging. It sent the phone's
unique ID number to eight ad companies
and the phone's zip code, along with the
user's age and gender, to two of them.

Both the Android and iPhone versions of
Pandora, a popular music app, sent age, gender, location and phone identifiers to

WSJ's Julia Angwin explains to Simon Constable how
smartphone apps collect and broadcast data about
your habits. Many don't have privacy policies and
there isn't much you can do about it.
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What They Know - Mobile
Marketers are tracking smartphone users through "apps" - games and other software
on their phones. Some apps collect information including location, unique serial-
number-like identifiers for the phone, and personal details such as age and sex. Apps
routinely send the information to marketing companies that use it to compile dossiers
on phone users. As part of the What They Know investigative series into data privacy,
the Journal analyzed the data collected and shared by 101 popular apps on iPhone and
Android phones (including the Journal's own iPhone app). This interactive database
shows the behavior of these apps, and describes what each app told users about the
information it gathered.
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More opportunities for personal information (PI) leakage
on Smartphones

1 Not limited to web browsers as is the case mostly in desktops/laptops
2 App code (coming from di↵erent parties) runs on the device
3 They contain a lot of info about user interests and behaviors

I Sensors (GPS, Camera) and Comm. chips (WiFi, GSM/CDMA) generate PI
I At the center of our cyber activities, and very personal (not shared usually)
I Almost all-time Internet connectivity and barely turned-o↵

It is no surprise, given smartphones’ con-

venience and utility, to see their wide

adoption worldwide. Today, there are

1.08 billion smartphone users out of a

total of five billion mobile phone users

worldwide, and the ratio is constantly

increasing. Smartphones are used not

only to communicate but also to browse

the web and run various internet-enabled

Apps. As a result, they contain a lot of

information about the cyber activities of

their owners, and therefore users’ inter-

ests and behaviours. Furthermore, smart-

phones are also equipped with GPS, NFC

and Bluetooth units, along with a digital

camera and are almost always connected

to the Internet; thereby revealing a

lot of information about the phys-

ical activities of their owners. On

top of this, smartphones are very

personal to the user and are

barely turned off. 

For the aforementioned reasons,

combined with the fact that users

tend to carry smartphones wher-

ever they go, they are an ideal

target for marketers who want to

profile users to profit from their

personal data. Some studies even

suggest that the main business

model for some developers (in

the case of free Apps, for

example) is based on the collec-

tion of personal data. As a result,

many Apps might be leaking

personal information to third

parties, such as Analytics and

Advertising (A&A) companies. 

A few insights
The goals of the Mobilitics

project are to investigate smartphone

Operating Systems (OSs) and Apps for

potential privacy leaks and to inform

their users about the privacy risks. The

project currently targets two OSs,

namely Android and iOS, because they

cover almost 75% of the whole smart-

phone OS market share. 

As part of this project, we have devel-

oped a software solution (an Android

version with similar functionalities is

under development) for iOS to capture

access to private information by var-

ious Apps. When an App makes a call

to the iOS API to access a broad list of a

user's personal data, eg Contacts,

Location, Device Name, UDID,

Calendar, Reminders, Photos, Notes

and Accounts, our software logs this

event for later analysis. Note that some

Apps do actually need to access per-

sonal data to provide the desired

service. These applications do not

breach user privacy if they only process

and use the personal data to provide the

desired service and don’t transmit the

data to remote third parties. In order to

detect personal information leakage,

we also monitor whether the accessed

personal data is sent to a third party, as

in [1] and [2] but by using a different

approach.  Additionally, we are also

developing a visualization tool to help

people understand the privacy implica-

tions by aggregating, interpreting and

displaying all private data stored and/or

sent by various Apps. 

For instance, our iOS tool reveals that

many Apps are accessing the Unique

Device ID multiple times (in the

order of hundreds), which

implies that it is probably being

used for online tracking of the

user. Some Apps are also, sur-

prisingly, accessing the user's

device name although there

does not seem to be any obvious

reason to do so. The name of the

device is set during the initial

device setup and often contains

the real name of the user.

Moreover, even if the user does

not set it to his or her real name,

it might easily be used for

tracking purposes since the

device owner does not generally

modify it after the initial setup. 

Our software solution was

developed in 2012 for iOS 5.x

before Apple launched iOS 6 in

September 2012. iOS 5.x didn’t

seek the user’s permission for

private data access except for

location information. In iOS 6,

Apple decided to change its strategy

and introduced a new privacy-specific

setting giving the user control over

whether an App can access private data:

the user is prompted the first time an

App tries to access Contacts, Location,

Reminders, Photos, Calendar and

Social Networking accounts and later,
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Special Theme: Mobile Computing 

Mobilitics: Analyzing Privacy Leaks 
in Smartphones
by Jagdish Prasad Achara, Franck Baudot, Claude Castelluccia, Geoffrey Delcroix and Vincent Roca

Who, do you think, is aware of almost everything you do? Well, it’s probably right there in your pocket,
if you own a smartphone and carry it with you. In order to evaluate the actual privacy risks of
smartphones and to raise public awareness of these risks, the CNIL (French data protection authority)
and the Inria (French public science and technology institution dedicated to computational sciences)
Privatics team started working together in 2012 as part of the Mobilitics project.

Figure 1: Android and iOS currently don't

provide any mechanism to let users know how

their personal information is being used by

various Apps. Will it be used locally on the

device or sent to remote servers? Being aware

of it, users can probably make better decision

whether to allow/deny access to their personal

information for a particular App.

This leads to detailed and accurate user profiling
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Smarpthones are well-suited to Marketers

I A direct consequence is the large presence of online advertisers/trackers

Motivations(4) 

! A direct consequence is a large presence of online 
advertisers/trackers 

 
and many others… 
 

"""This requires scrutinizing smartphones for 
privacy risks 

 “tracking the trackers” 

7 

Flurry 

There is a clear need for ”tracking the trackers”
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Case of RATP

RATP: French public company that is managing the Paris subway (metro)

I It provides very useful App for both Android and iOS helping users to easily
navigate in the city.

I We found RATP App leaking user personal information (PI) in total
contradiction to their In-App privacy policy.

I This talk details/discusses
I the Methodology (a combination of static and dynamic analysis techniques)

we used to analyze both Android and iOS Apps of RATP.
I our Findings w.r.t. PI leakage by RATP Apps: what user PI is leaked and

to which servers...
I the responsibilities of various actors (OS providers and App developers), in

general, to stop the practice of user PI leakage.
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Instrumented version of iOS

To detect private data leakage

I Code in a dynamic library that is loaded in Apps to be analyzed at runtime1

I Using Objective-C runtime
I Replacing C/C++ functions at assembly level

iOS (3) : General Idea 
! Idea: change the implementation of the APIs 

responsible for private data access in order to: 
 detect the App accessing the private data 
 collect the data so that it can be searched later if it’s 

transmitted to the network 

13 

Apps  
(to be analyzed) 

iOS Frameworks 

accesses 

dylib (tweak) 

intercepts 

stores 
Sqlite 

database 

1

MobileSubstrate [2] and Theos [7] simplify this task!
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Privacy Leaks to Adgoji

Adgoji: A mobile audience targetting company
Listing 1.1. Data sent through SSL by iOS App of RATP (Instance 1)

UTF8StringOfDataSentThroughSSL = {"p":["kernel_task","launchd",
"UserEventAgent","sbsettingsd","wifid","powerd","lockdownd",
"mediaserverd","mDNSResponder","locationd","imagent","iaptransportd",
"fseventsd","fairplayd.N94","configd","kbd","CommCenter","BTServer",
"notifyd","aggregated","networkd","itunesstored","apsd","MyWiCore",
"distnoted","tccd","filecoordination","installd","absinthed","timed",
"geod","networkd_privile","lsd","xpcd","accountsd","notification_pro",
"coresymbolicatio","assetsd","AppleIDAuthAgent","dataaccessd",
"SCHelper","backboardd","ptpd","syslogd","dbstorage","SpringBoard",

"Facebook" ,"iFile_", "Messenger" ,"MobilePhone", "MobileVOIP" ,

"MobileSafari" ,"webbookmarksd","eapolclient","mobile_installat",

"AppStore" ,"syncdefaultsd","sociald","sandboxd", "RATP" ,"pasteboardd"],

"additional":{"device_language":"en","country_code":"FR",
"adgoji_sdk_version":"v2.0.2","device_system_name":"iPhone
OS","device_jailbroken":true,"bundle_version":"5.4.1",
"vendorid":"CECC8023-98A2-4005-A1FB-96E3C3DA1E79","allows_voip":false,

"device_model":"iPhone", "macaddress":"60facda10c20" , "asid":

"496EA6D1-5753-40B2-A5C9-5841738374A2" ,"bundle_identifier":

"com.ratp.ratp","system_os_version_name":"iPhone OS", "device name":

"Jagdish’s iPhone" ,"bundle_executable":"RATP",

"device_localized_model":"iPhone", "openudid":

"9c7a916a1703745ded05debc8c3e97bedbc0bcdd" }, "e":

{"782EAF8A-FF82-48EF-B619-211A5CF1F654":[{"n":"start",
"t":1369926018,"nonce":"IEx9HAzG"}]}}

Listing 1.2. Data sent through SSL by iOS App of RATP (Instance 2)

UTF8StringOfDataSentThroughSSL = {"s":["fb210831918949520",

"fb108880882526064", "evernote" ,"fbauth2","fbauth","fb","fblogin",

"fspot-image","fb308918024569", "fspot" ,"fsq+

pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+authorize",
"fsq+pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+reply",
"fsq+pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+post",

"foursquareplugins", "foursquare" ,"fb86734274142","fb124024574287414",

"instagram" ,"fsq+kylm3gjcbtswk4rambrt4uyzq1dqcoc0n2hyjgcvbcbe54rj+post",

"fb-messenger" ,"fb237759909591655", "RunKeeperPro" ,"fb62572192129",

"fb76446685859","fb142349171124", "soundcloud" ,"fb19507961798",

"x-soundcloud","fb110144382383802", "mailto" , "spotify" ,"fb134519659678",

"fb174829003346","fb109306535771","tjc459035295", "twitter" ,
"com.twitter.twitter-iphone","com.twitter.twitter-iphone+1.0.0",

"tweetie" ,"com.atebits.Tweetie2","com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.0.0",
"com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.1.0","com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.1.1",

"com.atebits.Tweetie2+3.0.0","FTP", "PPClient" ,"fb184136951108"]}
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"UserEventAgent","sbsettingsd","wifid","powerd","lockdownd",
"mediaserverd","mDNSResponder","locationd","imagent","iaptransportd",
"fseventsd","fairplayd.N94","configd","kbd","CommCenter","BTServer",
"notifyd","aggregated","networkd","itunesstored","apsd","MyWiCore",
"distnoted","tccd","filecoordination","installd","absinthed","timed",
"geod","networkd_privile","lsd","xpcd","accountsd","notification_pro",
"coresymbolicatio","assetsd","AppleIDAuthAgent","dataaccessd",
"SCHelper","backboardd","ptpd","syslogd","dbstorage","SpringBoard",

"Facebook" ,"iFile_", "Messenger" ,"MobilePhone", "MobileVOIP" ,

"MobileSafari" ,"webbookmarksd","eapolclient","mobile_installat",

"AppStore" ,"syncdefaultsd","sociald","sandboxd", "RATP" ,"pasteboardd"],

"additional":{"device_language":"en","country_code":"FR",
"adgoji_sdk_version":"v2.0.2","device_system_name":"iPhone
OS","device_jailbroken":true,"bundle_version":"5.4.1",
"vendorid":"CECC8023-98A2-4005-A1FB-96E3C3DA1E79","allows_voip":false,

"device_model":"iPhone", "macaddress":"60facda10c20" , "asid":

"496EA6D1-5753-40B2-A5C9-5841738374A2" ,"bundle_identifier":

"com.ratp.ratp","system_os_version_name":"iPhone OS", "device name":

"Jagdish’s iPhone" ,"bundle_executable":"RATP",

"device_localized_model":"iPhone", "openudid":

"9c7a916a1703745ded05debc8c3e97bedbc0bcdd" }, "e":

{"782EAF8A-FF82-48EF-B619-211A5CF1F654":[{"n":"start",
"t":1369926018,"nonce":"IEx9HAzG"}]}}

Listing 1.2. Data sent through SSL by iOS App of RATP (Instance 2)

UTF8StringOfDataSentThroughSSL = {"s":["fb210831918949520",

"fb108880882526064", "evernote" ,"fbauth2","fbauth","fb","fblogin",

"fspot-image","fb308918024569", "fspot" ,"fsq+

pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+authorize",
"fsq+pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+reply",
"fsq+pjq45qactoijhuqf5l21d5tyur0zosvwmfadyw0pvd4b434e+post",

"foursquareplugins", "foursquare" ,"fb86734274142","fb124024574287414",

"instagram" ,"fsq+kylm3gjcbtswk4rambrt4uyzq1dqcoc0n2hyjgcvbcbe54rj+post",

"fb-messenger" ,"fb237759909591655", "RunKeeperPro" ,"fb62572192129",

"fb76446685859","fb142349171124", "soundcloud" ,"fb19507961798",

"x-soundcloud","fb110144382383802", "mailto" , "spotify" ,"fb134519659678",

"fb174829003346","fb109306535771","tjc459035295", "twitter" ,
"com.twitter.twitter-iphone","com.twitter.twitter-iphone+1.0.0",

"tweetie" ,"com.atebits.Tweetie2","com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.0.0",
"com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.1.0","com.atebits.Tweetie2+2.1.1",
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The user PI sent is

I WiFi MAC Address

I List of currently running processes

I Device Name

I OpenUDID

I Advertising ID

I List of URLSchemes availabe on the device (to know if corresponding Apps
are installed)
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Adgoji: how to know Apps installed on the device

It is very useful info to infer the user interests and behaviour.
I No API provided by iOS Frameworks to do so...

But techniques exist to know a subset of Apps installed (if not all!)
I Use of 1) sysctl function (in libc) and 2) URLScheme class [1].

Fig. 2. RATP Binary opened in a hexeditor

Fig. 3. RATP Binary opened in IDA
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Presence of ”sysctl” String in decrypted App binary confirms its use in the code
written by the App developer
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Adgoji: confirmation of its presence in the App (1)

RATP iOS App binary opened in IDA after decryption

Fig. 2. RATP Binary opened in a hexeditor

Fig. 3. RATP Binary opened in IDA
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Adgoji: confirmation of its presence in the App (2)

RATP iOS App binary Objective-C header info using class-dump-z

Fig. 4. Headers generated by class-dump-z

Fig. 5. IMEI Deanonimyzation given information about device
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Privacy Leaks to Sofialys company

Sofialys: A mobile advertising company [5]

Listing 1.3. Data sent by iOS App of RATP in cleartext

UTFStringOfDataSentInCLEAR = {"uage":"","confirm":"1", "imei":

"9c7a916a1703745ded05debc8c3e97bedbc0bcdd" ,"osversion":"iPhone6.1.2",

"odin":"1b84e4efaf650cb9a264a2ff23ca7a67b9bd72f6","umail":"",

"carrier":"", "user position": "45.218156;5.807636" ,"long":"",

"ua":"Mozilla/5.0(iPhone;CPUiPhoneOS6_1_2likeMacOSX)AppleWebKit
/536.26(KHTML,likeGecko)Mobile/10B146","footprint":{"v1":
{"i":"3739335834508445""b""c5kkekILx11ghUfu3Ht43bUZWcHHBNbR0
9AO4it+wtPPCBJagCIo7tgBdMlq6T244EwHnKRzeh1ybrMhKy2SztEU5tD5u5Q
7HAisR57BYIun9aQdp0NsXwp7BXhohS92daScYcMDALqKQhYKZDriEjqW
wtjvR9MrIKfE52EwNcA9CJJkUIT9q7sXkqkvaloOM7tMrNdMiIQYyH0tdNJ+
ax7Ujau/IQ4pPasSXk/m6BIFsAFhjFOng0NuSwtL7e7r95s8wQhWy+
EvJUChPIvIRXZYldCbjfdkrkvNgHZcH59Fj0dBz9Ugbyoj4a/Z60SlU+
EatvNswORMQqdE8djVJmXkGCmwoheU10uQatr4pqA="}},"ugender":"",

"os":"iPhone", "adid": "496EA6D1-5753-40B2-A5C9-5841738374A2" ,

"uphone":"","sdkversion\":"5.0.3","test":"","lat":"","udob":"",
"pid":"4ed37f3f20b4f","lang":"fr_FR","network":"wifi",
"time":"2013-05-3015:45:04","alid":"186","sal":"","uzip":""}

connections. More precisely, the App sends the UDID (Unique Device Identifier)
of the iPhone (erroneously called IMEI in the captured screenshot), as well as
the precise geolocation of the user (one can enter the longitude/latitude men-
tioned and he’ll find where we are working with a 20 meters precision), and
the Advertising Identifier (which is acceptable, as explained above). Except the
Advertising Identifier, everything else happens without the user knowledge.

2.4 What about Apple’s responsibility?

Apple gives users the feeling that they can control what private information is
accessible to Apps in iOS 6. That’s true in case of Location, Contacts, Calendar,
Reminders, Photos, and even your Twitter or Facebook accounts but Apps can
still access other kinds of private data (for example, the MAC Address, Device
Name, List of processes currently running etc.) without users’ knowledge. To
avoid device tracking, Apple has deprecated the use of UDID and replaced it by
a dedicated ‘AdvertisingID’ that a user can reset at any time. This is certainly a
good step to give control back to the user: by resetting this advertising identifier,
trackers should not be able to link what a user has done in the past with what
(s)he would be doing from that point onward with respect to his online activities.
But apparently, the reality is totally di�erent: the Advertising Identifier
only gives an illusion to the user that he is able to opt-out from
device tracking because many tracking libraries are using other stable
identifiers to track users. Below are few techniques that Apps are already
using or might use them:

points to Sofialys as the company this machine might belong to. And finally, the
icon [22] almost confirms this as it is the same as on Sofialys web page [21].
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The user PI sent is (IN CLEAR-TEXT):

I The exact user location

I Advertising ID and UDID
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Sofialys: confirmation of its presence in the App

RATP iOS App binary Objective-C header info using class-dump-z

Fig. 6. Listing class descriptors of Android App

Fig. 7. Listing AdBox Headers in iOS binary of RATP App
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Responsibility of Apple

AdID: An alphanumeric string unique to each device, used only for serving
advertisements.
But Advertising Identifier only gives an illusion to the user that he is able to
opt-out from device tracking:

I WiFiMAC Address (using sysctl function in libc library)

I Using UIPasteboard to generate a unique identifier across the device

I Device Name

I UDID (still being used by ”old” Apps even if deprecated)

Apple privacy dashboard is not enough because:

I A&A libraries included by the App developer have access to the same set of
user’s private data as the App itself.

I Behavioral analysis is required.

I Finer granularity permission is needed

Apple cannot ignore this trend.
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Instrumented version of Android

I We use Taintdroid [6] to track user PI flow (and hence the leakage of PI over
network)

I We also change the source code of Android itself (only the APIs of our
interest e.g. network APIs to look for the data sent over the network) to
fill-in the gaps

I Taintdroid could miss the leakage of some PI [3]
I Some PI (e.g. Android ID) can’t be tainted due to false positives.

I In addition, we also use static analysis to confirm some observations.
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Privacy Leaks to Sofialys company

Listing 1.4. Data sent in cleartext by Android App of RATP

DataSentInCLEAR =

{ "user position": "45.2115529;5.8037135" ,"ugender":"",

"test":"","uage":"0", "imei": "56b4153b8bd2f6fd242d84b3f63e287" ,"napp":

null,"uemail":"","pid":"4ed37f3f20b4f","alid":"114","uzip":"",
"osversion":"3.0.31-g396c4dfdirty","lang":"en_En","sal":"","network":
"na","adpos":null, "time":"Tue Jun 04 12:05:39 UTC+02:00 2013",
"sdkversion":"3.2", "ua":"Mozilla\/5.0(Linux; U; Android 4.1.1;
fr-fr; Full AOSP on Maguro Build\/JRO03R) AppleWebKit\/534.30
(KHTML, like Gecko) Version\/4.0 Mobile Safari\/534.30","udob":"",

"carrier": "Orange F" ,"longitude":"0.0","latitude":"0.0",

"freespace":null,"unick":null}]

gitude/latitude should be considered di�erently: certain Apps do not need
the exact location of the user to provide the desired functionality and a user
should not have to grant access to his/her precise location. The same is true
for Address-book and other kinds of private data.

3 The RATP Android App

3.1 Instrumented version of Android

We also analyzed the Android version of the RATP App (version 2.8). Here we
use Taintdroid [27] and in addition we changed the source code of Android itself
when required. We only changed the APIs of interest, like the network APIs
to look for the private data sent over the network. In addition, we use static
analysis of the App to confirm some observations.

3.2 Privacy leaks to the Sofialys company

Figure 1 shows the same privacy policy as that of the iOS version. However
personal information is still collected and transmitted. Listing 1.4 shows data
captured while it is being sent to the network in cleartext by the RATP’s
Android App.

The above data contains some very sensitive information about the user, in
particular:

– The exact location of the user: however the precision is lower than with the
iOS App (a few hundred meters);

– the MD5 hash of the device IMEI: sending a hashed version of this permanent
identifier is better than nothing. However, getting back to the IMEI from
its hash is feasible, and even easy given some information about the device.
For example, if the smartphone manufacturer and model are known, it only
takes less than 1 second on a regular PC (See Figure 5) to recover the IMEI.

– The SIM card’s carrier/operator name.
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I The exact location of the user

I the MD5 hash of the device IMEI

I the SIM card’s carrier/operator name
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Is the hashing of IMEI su�cient to guarantee anonymity?
Fig. 4. Headers generated by class-dump-z

Fig. 5. IMEI Deanonimyzation given information about device
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It’s NOT:

I It takes less than one second to deanonymise on a regular PC if smartphone
manufacturer and model are known (which is the case here!)
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Sofialys: confirmation of its presence in the App

Below is the listing containing class descriptors of Android App

Fig. 6. Listing class descriptors of Android App

Fig. 7. Listing AdBox Headers in iOS binary of RATP App
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Responsibility of Google

I The Android permission system cannot be interpreted as an informed end-user
agreement for the collection and use of personal data by third- parties.

I Android doesn’t provide an option for the user to choose the permissions; the
user needs to give all the permissions to the App or otherwise, he must just
stop using the App.

I A&A libraries included by the App developer have access to the same set of
user PI as the App itself.

I Behavioral analysis is required.

I Permission system must be more granular
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Conclusions (1)

Also, we don’t understand why Apple is not giving control to the user to let him choose if an App can access the device name or not (we’ve seen
that this is an information commonly collected). Earlier this year, we’ve developed an extension to the iOS6 privacy dashboard to demonstrate it’s
feasibility and usefulness. Our extension to the privacy dashboard lets users choose if an App can access the device name (that often contains the
real name of the iPhone owner) and if it can access the Internet (See our privacy extension package). It’s not sufficient, for sure, but it’s required.

You might also be interested in Paris Metro Tracks and Trackers: Why is RATP App leaking my private data? (Continued…)

Contact: Jagdish Achara, Vincent Roca, Claude Castelluccia

The PRIVATICS Inria team – July 2nd, 2013 – https://team.inria.fr/privatics/

———————————————————————————————-

The answer of RATP (added on July 5th, 2013):

RATP wishes to reply in light of the publication of our blog with the following items of additional information:

Data exchanges with the Adgoji server

-         SDK Sofialys (the adserving company for our online advertising sales service) sends information to the Adgoji server, the Fly Targeting
system that provides contextual information about the public based on the applications installed on the terminal. Information recovered by SDK is
processed for analysis, but does not make it possible under any circumstances to identify the data user.

-        No data collected by Adgoji concerning users of the RATP app have been used. The Fly Targeting module was under study in Sofialys,
which mistakenly implemented it in its SDK in “production” phases. We are currently removing it from SDK.

Furthermore, we confirm that no personal data are used. In accordance with Apple directives, the UDID stopped being used last year. As for the
IMEI: although the ID is already hashed, we are requesting a higher level of encryption for the next revision of SDK.

Tags: Adgoji, Apple, iOS, Privacy, RATP
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La vie privée, un obstacle à l’économie numérique ? Tribune de C. Castelluccia et D. Le Métayer dans Le Monde 2013/09/05
Paris Metro Tracks and Trackers: Why is the RATP App leaking my private data? (Continued…) 2013/07/02
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Twitter PrivaticsTwitter Privatics

There is a clear need of better regulations
People must understand privacy better
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Conclusions (2)

We discuss bad practices employed in the world of smartphones (RATP
Android and iOS Apps are good illustration)

1 A&A companies are using not-supposed-to-be ways to collect user PI and
tracking mechanisms

2 They’re one step ahead of the OS providers (blocking access to a set of
tracking mechanisms lead to shift to some new tracking mechanisms)

We discuss the limitations of the privacy control features proposed by
Android/iOS Mobile OSs

Above all, this is happening without user knowledge.
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Apple URL Scheme Reference.
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/featuredarticles/

iPhoneURLScheme_Reference/Introduction/Introduction.html.

MobileSusbstrate.
http://iphonedevwiki.net/index.php/MobileSubstrate.

On the E↵ectiveness of Dynamic Taint Analysis for Protecting Against
Private Information Leaks on Android-based Devices.
http://www.nicta.com.au/pub?doc=7091&filename=nicta_

publication_7091.pdf.

Path uploads your entire iPhone address book to its servers.
http://mclov.in/2012/02/08/

path-uploads-your-entire-address-book-to-their-servers.html.

Sofialys.
http://www.sofialys.com/en/.

Taintdroid.
http://appanalysis.org.

Theos.
http://iphonedevwiki.net/index.php/Theos/Getting_Started.
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Twitter mobile apps storing address books for 18 months.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/02/15/twitter_stores_

address_books/.

WSJ: What They Know - Mobile.
http://blogs.wsj.com/wtk-mobile/.
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